Help is at hand with the FREE 24/7 Roadside Assist*. Designed to provide protection to Hyundai owners in case of accidents,
vehicle breakdown, parts malfunction or even a flat tyre. Roadside Assist will provide you with assistance needed, covering
on-site repair or towing services. Here we present you the ultimate freedom to roam with peace of mind like never before.
Terms & conditions apply.
* Refer to 24/7 Roadside Assists leaflet for details.

Hyundai-Sime Darby Motors Sdn. Bhd. (222391-P)
www.hyundai.com.my
Customer Careline / 24-7 Roadside Assist

1300-13-2000
Hyundai Malaysia

DM1504

People’s expectation towards individual mobility requires more than just a convenient means of transportation. The old understanding
of cars has become outdated. A car represents individuals’ lifestyles, and it became an integral part of their lives. At the same time, the
automobile industry has experienced seismic change. Hyundai Motor Company has grown rapidly to become one of the largest
automakers, backed by world class production capability and superior quality. We have now reached a point where we need a
qualitative approach to bring bigger ideas and relevant solutions to our customers. This is an opportunity to move forward and
we have developed a new brand slogan that encapsulates our willingness to take a big leap. Led by our new slogan and the new thinking
underlying it, we will become a company that keeps challenging itself to unlock new possibilities for people and the planet.

Santa Fe

Discover the world. Be thrilled that your Hyundai is assured up to 300,000km or 5 years, whichever is earlier, an
exclusive warranty for all Hyundai users. That means you can drive up to 164 kilometres a day for 5 years and know
that your Hyundai is taken care of. You can even choose to drive across the globe up to 7 times! Our bold testament
is a testimony of Hyundai's faith in our vehicles.

WITH SANTA FE

Time and opportunities are given to everyone. The difference in happiness comes from whether we “seize” or “miss” the
values, both big and small, that every moment of our everyday lives has to offer. Storm Edge, the concept behind the
design of the Santa Fe, which captured the powerful yet fragile moment of nature in motion during the rise and fall of a
storm. It seems to be telling us that the brilliant moments that we should not miss are, in fact, right before our eyes.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

DRAWING ON STYLE
The Storm Edge motif drives the Santa Fe’s robust and stylish appearance, complete with LED
positioning lamps, the trademark hexagonal radiator grille and wide panorama sunroof. The storm
inspiration is strong and emotional, magnificent and fearless. Hyundai’s fluidic sculpture design is
inherent in the storm analogy, purveying strength and intense energy.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.
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EXTERIOR STYLING

FRONT VIEW

The Storm Edge motif drives the Santa Fe’s robust and stylish
appearance, complete with LED positioning lamps, the trademark
hexagonal radiator grille and wide panorama sunroof*.

Hyundai's design philosophy of a 'fluidic sculpture' resonates throughout the
Santa Fe’s innovative design, from the A pillar connecting the radiator grille with the hood
to the simple and smooth implementation of the front view moulding.

Wide Panorama Sunroof *

Providing exceptional openness and
class defying luxury.

Wiper & Washer

Hidden-type washer
nozzles promote a clean,
unobstructed design.

HID (Xenon) Head Lamps *
Body colour +
Chrome radiator grille
(Elegance)

Radiator Grille

Key feature of the vehicle’s imposing and charismatic “face,” exuding
refinement with its hexagonal shape, wide design and compelling
triple bar type grille.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

Bright LED lamps against sporty,
rectangular projection lens infuse
a high-tech look.

Black coating +
Chrome radiator grille
(Premium)

Fog Lamps and Cornering Lamps *
Fog lamps enhance visibility in the
event of heavy fog or rain. Cornering
lamps* enhance lateral vision when
turning to improve driving safety.

* Premium spec only.
Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

SIDE VIEW

REAR VIEW

The aerodynamic profile is driven by a sleek belt line blended in with
three-dimensional moulding and a dynamic combination of large aluminium wheels,
chrome surround moulding, and built-in outside LED turn signal lamps.

The Santa Fe’s unique three-dimensional rear design exudes a sense of
style and a sporty finish, featuring various high-tech, high-performance
embellishments to complete its differentiated SUV image.

Smart Tailgate System *

The smart tailgate system, a function
making its trunk open automatically if
having the smart key and staying
behind the car around 3 seconds, is an
innovative technology for drivers’
comfortable life when loading and
unloading their luggage.

Roof Rack

The roof rack adds the final touch
to the exterior design to complete
the dynamism and sophistication of
an urban SUV.

Side Mirrors

Power folding makes operation
convenient. Moreover, puddle lamps
deliver side repeater and welcome
features for excellent design and
functionality.

Safety Power Window

Offering enhanced safety
with a single touch AUTO-UP
function. Automatically rolls
down when an obstacle
is detected.

LED Rear Spoiler

LED safety enhancement
complements the aerodynamic
rear spoiler and sleek tailgate.

Twin Muffler
DLO & Surround Moulding

The glass line and belt line create a greenhouse space,
while the creative design also exudes quality with a
surround chrome finishing.

Front Bumper Skid Plate
Wheel Arch & Side Garnish
Harmoniously blends in with the
dynamic side character line for a
dynamic image

* Premium spec only.
Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

Sporty design cue at the bottom of
the front bumper for a more stable
and unified look.

The dual exhaust pipe design imparts
a sharply differentiated high
performance image that conveys a
European-style sportiness.

LED Rear Combination Lamp *
Complemented by rear character line.
these stylish lamps promote the
vehicle’s simple and clean rear image
and three-dimensional expression.

Rear Bumper Skid Plate

Sporty design cue at the bottom of
the rear bumper for a more stable
and unified look.
* Premium spec only.
Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

It no longer makes sense to expect different levels of comfort between sedans and SUVs. A design that features an ergonomic interior
layout, sports luxurious quality seats, and ensures a quiet and smooth ride; state-of-the-art convenience features that offer the highest

The inner space as well as the size and layout of the seats of the Santa Fe have been optimised to
make it practical for any situation, whether it is for leisure or business. In particular, the rear seats
can be divided into a 4:2:4 ratio, leaving enough seating room while allowing long loads like skis.

level of comfort; and the versatility of space that only an SUV can provide. The Santa Fe has become even more comfortable, making

From business to daily family life with children, the Santa Fe offers seat variations that are easy

travelling a new favourite pastime and reminding us without words how precious the moments we spend with our family are.

to manipulate and extremely versatile, making life even fuller.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.
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INTERIOR STYLING
Three-dimensional beauty and stylish lines compelling a futuristic
interior space. Ergonomically designed with the perfect blend of
convenience features on par with the mid-size sedan.

Safe Drive Recorder

Rear-view Camera Display *

Cruise Control System

The smart key is easy to use to lock and
unlock doors while the engine can be started
conveniently at the touch of the engine
start button.

A device that records video for safe
driving purposes

A rear-view camera promotes safe driving
and parking by enabling drivers to see the
back of their vehicle through a monitor while
backing up or parking.

Automatically maintains the speed set by
the driver even after releasing the
accelerator pedal.

Rear Centre Arm Rest Cup Holder

Electronic Parking Brake (EPB)

Rain Sensor *

Rear passengers will appreciate the dual
purpose arm rest that comfortably holds
up to two cups.

The parking brake is automatically activated
when the vehicle stops, preventing it from
rolling as well as sliding when restarting
on a hill.

The sensor automatically activates the wipers
upon rain detection for greater convenience
and safe visibility.

Dual Full Auto Air Conditioner *

One Touch Triple Signal

Second Seat Remote Folding

12-way Power Adjustable Driver’s Seat

Driver and passenger can each set their
own respective temperatures, maintained
automatically for maximum comfort.

Enjoy convenient lane changing as turn
signal is disabled after three flashes.

Santa Fe’s rear seat layout was designed to
provide passengers maximum comfort. Its 2nd
seat remote folding feature conveniently
creates a large luggage space with the
activation of a lever.

The driver’s seat can be optimised in eight
different positions on top of which the lumbar
support can also be adjusted in four different
ways to provide greater driving comfort.

Smart Key & Start Stop Button

Supervision Cluster / TFT LCD

Flex Steer

A sharper and more sophisticated supervision cluster, with its 4.2 inch TFT LCD, makes it easy to view a wide range of
driving and vehicle status information, and completes the futuristic interior design of the new Santa Fe.

Flex Steer enables drivers to choose among three
driving modes (Normal/Sport/Comfort) according to
their preference. A dedicated switch imbedded in the
steering wheel is easy to operate and can be switched
while driving or when the vehicle is idle.

* Premium spec only.
Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

* Premium spec only.
Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

Audio Visual Navigation*
The Android operating system allow social networking based navigational systems to be used
to avoid heavy traffic.

USB & AUX input jacks

USB and AUX input jacks enable convenient
listening of MP3 files as well as other
formatted music through Santa Fe’s high
performance audio system.

Steering wheel audio remote control

The driver can control the audio system from
a switch on the left-hand spoke.

Standard audio

USB & AUX input jacks

Audio Visual Navigation*

Steering Wheel Audio Remote Control

Virtual Surround System
Featuring acoustic signal processing technology that improves sound calibration and the stereo surround effect,
overcoming disruptions from the car's spaciousness to produce a higher quality emotional output.

CONVENIENCE

1

Tweeter Speaker (1")

The Santa Fe provides enjoyment for all passengers. The vehicle is infused with

2

Front Door Speaker (6.5")

advanced IT skills that propel smart navigation and other electronically based

3

Rear Door Speaker (6.5")

1

2

3
Virtual Tweeter

amenities. Sophisticated designs offer sedan-level comfort.

1

2

3
Virtual Surround
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Theta II 2.4
MPI engine
Torque kg . m

Power PS

Featuring an enhanced variable intake
system, providing better performance with
various technical advancements such as the
integrated chain cover for lighterweight
composition and better fuel economy.

25

200

The reason why engine performance should be incessantly upgraded is not just to gain explosive power, speedy response, and minimum

23

150

Type

vibration and noise. What is even more important is to minimise fuel consumption and harmful emissions. Santa Fe’s Theta II 2.4 MPI and

21

100

Displacement (cc)

R 2.2 CRDI engines let drivers experience an engine performance that is one step ahead of others. Flawless safety measures, from design

19

50

up to the mounting of the latest high-tech equipments, also instill a sense of trust never experienced before.
Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

17

2,500 3,500 4,500 5,500
Engine speed rpm

0

Max. Power (ps/rpm)
Max. Torque (kg.m/rpm)

R 2.2 CRDI
engine (A/T)
Torque kg . m

Power PS

Equipped with third-generation common-rail,
1,800 bar piezo injectors, high efficiency
electronic turbocharger, exhaust filtration
devices directly connected to the engine, and
high-pressure bypass-type EGR cooler.

45

200

2.4 MPI

35

150

Type

2,359

25

100

Displacement (cc)

15

50

176 / 6,000
23.1 / 3,750

0

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000
Engine speed rpm

0

Max. Power (ps/rpm)
Max. Torque (kg.m/rpm)

R 2.2 CRDI
2,199
197 / 3,800
44.5 / 1,800 ~ 2,500

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

DRIVETRAIN

Noise, Vibration and Harshness (N.V.H)

Delivering optimal transmission efficiency with an advanced six-speed automatic

By addressing the fundamental sources of noise and vibration at the design phase utilising advanced technology and structural innovations,

transmission that combines smooth shifting with greater fuel economy.

the Santa Fe offers class-leading quietness and an exceptional ride.
Duplicating on-road SUV characteristics by
applying an optimised propeller shaft that
contributes to weight savings and fuel economy

6-speed transmissions

Wind Noise Countermeasures

The step-change performance improvements in
acceleration, durability, and efficiency of Santa
Fe’s six speed automatic transmissions enable
drivers to simultaneously experience the
excitement and convenience of driving.

Wind sealed
sound-proof glass

Polyurethane
Fender Insulator

4WD System
Assesses road conditions and automatically
implements rear wheel traction control for
full-time four-wheel-drive optimal performance.

Rear Differential

4WD Coupling

Transfer Case

Increased density of hood
insulator

Thicker front door glass
(3.5T → 4.0T)

Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS)

An electric power steering system that is simple, lightweight, and reliable. Energy is exerted only during steering, promoting fuel efficiency and reducing
vibrations. The gear change to steering agility ratio is also enhanced.

Fender side cover and
wedge strip

Tunnel Insulator

Base pad on outside mirror

Pillar filled with composite
foam padding

Application of a double junction insulated glass
The thickness and reduced weight of the glass delivers better insulating performance thanks to a
sound-insulating film applied to the 4.5 T thick windshield.

Motor

ECU

Insulating film for improved N.V.H.
and wind noise reduction
Wind noise
reduced by
2.3 dB

Motor

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

Dialog Clarity
increased by
3.1%

PVB Film
Inner (1.6T)
Insulation Film (2.1T)
Outer (2.1T)

Wind Shield Glass 4.5T Surface View

Outer
Glass

Inner
Glass

Insulation Film

Wind Shield Glass Section View
Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

ACTIVE SAFETY

PASSIVE SAFETY

Hyundai continues to build on its reputation for creating some of the safest vehicles in the market. Cutting-edge preventive safety systems offer optimal

Airbags and advanced seatbelt mechanisms in part

driving stability and require minimum effort on the part of the driver, yet deliver maximum results and convenience on virtually any road condition.

comprise a state-of-the-art passive safety system
unique to the SUV market - as well as a tribute to
the latest technology and Hyundai’s unwavering

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)

Technological advancements like Electronic Stability Control (ESC) ensure optimal
braking performance by automatically delivering the right amount of braking force
to each wheel based on engine torque and driving circumstances.

Prevents asymmetrical braking by applying braking force to wheels
individually, such as the outer front wheel to counter oversteer or
the inner rear wheel to counter understeer. VSM promotes stable car
manoeuvring and optimal safety during potential skidding situations.

commitment to safety.

Asymmetrical Braking Situation
Steer Angle
Sensor

Yaw Rate
Sensor

Signal Line

ESC

Steering Assist
(Direction to Low-friction Surface)

ECU

Hydraulic Line

With ESC

6-airbag System *
The 6-airbag system comprises dual front airbags,
two side impact airbags at the front, and two
curtain airbags running lengthways on both sides.

Without ESC

Centre Pillar

Rear Floor Side Member

Hot Stamping & Roll Forming

The latest in manufacturing technology, the hot stamping and roll
forming process form complex part geometries that achieve ultra
high strength properties, reinforcing the strength of the chassis.

Under Steer
Steering Assist (+)

Hot Stamping
Roll Forming

Over Steer
Steering Assist (-)

Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)

Downhill Brake Control (DBC)

Detecting an incline, brakes are automatically
initiated to prevent dangerous roll-back.

Assists the driver in maintaining vehicular
control during steep forward movement.

Asymmetrical Braking Situation
Hot Stamping
Material is heated to about 900˚C and then subjected to a hot
press molding and rapid cooling process. The result is
150K-class high strength steel fabrication and assembly.

Asymmetrical Braking Situation
Braking Control

ESC ECU
MDPS

Traction Control System (TCS)

Brake Assist System (BAS)

Traction Control System maintains control
during wheel spinning situations resulting
from slippery road conditions.

Increases braking pressure when detecting
an emergency situation.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

Engine Torque
Control

VSM

Steering
Torque
Control

MDPS control (steering torque / steering angle)

Roll Forming
More effective than the press processing method, roll forming
involves passing the metal between two round molds, which
maintains the strength of the material throughout the bending
and cutting process.

Center Pillar Reinforcement
Front Bumper Beam

Center Floor Upper Member
* Premium spec only. Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

PACKAGE

AERODYNAMICS

The Santa Fe offers high space utility and greater comfort by reallocating the interior dimensions and installing
convenient mechanisms like the sliding second seat.

The Santa Fe is a newly conceptualised urban style SUV with a dynamic profile and sculptured face
that optimises aerodynamic performance, especially at high speeds by providing
stability and improved fuel economy.

Dimension & interior space

Luggage space

The ergonomically optimised package structure results in overall improvements in cargo
capacity and passenger comfort with more room to move in all of the right places.

Generous storage space makes it possible to load large, voluminous items.
A luggage compartment screen helps make the interior look tidy.

4

1

935

5

2

6

3

2,700

1,055

4,690

7

1,680

Its class-leading drag coefficient of 0.34 translates into maximum, stable performance at
high speeds. The fender design facilitates the innovative body shell for less air resistance
and superior fuel efficiency for an SUV segment.

Description
1,639*

1,693*

1,880

1,880

Luggage Volume

* Unit : mm

* Wheel tread : 17 inch (F/R) : 1,633 / 1,644
18/19 inch (F/R) : 1,628 / 1,639

Description

Leg room

Head room

Shoulder room

All-New

1

1st

1,048

2

2nd

1,000

3

3rd

765

4

1st

1,006

5

2nd

992

6

3rd

875

7

1st

1,508

2nd

1,480

3rd

1,349
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585ℓ

Under Cover Area

534ℓ
Luggage Room
Space
3ℓ
Luggage Centre
Box

Front bumper lip

Wheel Deflector (Front / Rear)

Rear Spoiler

Rear Combination Lamp Side Edge

48ℓ
Luggage Under
Tray Space

Can accommodate up to four Boston bags
and four golf bags.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

SPECIFICATIONS

RANGE COMPARISON

SANTA FE

EXTERIOR COLOUR GUIDE
Theta II 2.4 MPI

Elegance

R 2.2 CRDI
Premium

Elegance

Premium

Engine
2,359

2,199

Power (ps/rpm)

176 / 6000

197 / 3,800

Torque (Nm/rpm)
Bore x Stroke (mm)
Fuel

226 / 3,750
88 x 97

436 / 1,800
85.4 x 96

Capacity (cc)

Petrol

Fuel Type

Crystal white
PW6

Diesel
64

Fuel Tank Capacity (ltr)
Drivetrain

6-Speed Automatic

Transmission

Santa Fe
R 2.2 CRDI
Elegance

Santa Fe
R 2.2 CRDI
Premium

Santa Fe
Theta II 2.4 MPI
Elegance

Santa Fe
Theta II 2.4 MPI
Premium

Exterior

Exterior

Exterior

Exterior

Projection Head Lamps
Front and Rear Fog Lamps
Rear Lamp Combination (Bulb)
Auto Light Control
Body Colour + Chrome Grille
18" Alloy Wheels

HID Xenon Head Lamps
Cornering Light
Front and Rear Fog Lamps
LED Rear Lamp Combination
Auto Light Control
Black Coating + Chrome Grille
Wide Panorama Sunroof
19" Alloy Wheels
Smart Tailgate System

Projection Head Lamps
Front and Rear Fog Lamps
Rear Lamp Combination (Bulb)
Auto Light Control
Body Colour + Chrome Grille
18" Alloy Wheels

HID Xenon Head Lamps
Cornering Light
Front and Rear Fog Lamps
LED Rear Lamp Combination
Auto Light Control
Black Coating + Chrome Grille
Wide Panorama Sunroof
19" Alloy Wheels
Smart Tailgate System

Interior
Black Nappa Leather Seats
12-Way Driver's Power Seat
Audio System
(Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)
Virtual Surround System
(4 Speakers + 2 Tweeter Speakers)
Steering Wheel Audio Control
Smart Key with Start Stop Button
Manual Air Conditioning

Safety
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
Downhill Brake Control (DBC)
Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)
Brake Assist System (BAS)
Traction Control Sytem (TCS)
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)
Dual Airbag
Rear Parking Assist System
Safe Drive Recorder

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

Interior
Brown Nappa Leather Seats
12-Way Driver's Power Seat
Audio Visual Navigation (AVN)
(Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)
Virtual Surround System
(4 Speakers + 2 Tweeter Speakers)
Steering Wheel Audio Control
Smart Key with Start Stop Button
Dual Full Auto Air Conditioning

Safety
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
Downhill Brake Control (DBC)
Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)
Brake Assist System (BAS)
Traction Control Sytem (TCS)
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)
6-airbag System
Rear-view Camera
Rear Parking Assist System
Safe Drive Recorder

Interior
Black Nappa Leather Seats
12-Way Driver's Power Seat
Audio System
(Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)
Virtual Surround System
(4 Speakers + 2 Tweeter Speakers)
Steering Wheel Audio Control
Smart Key with Start Stop Button
Manual Air Conditioning

Safety
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
Downhill Brake Control (DBC)
Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)
Brake Assist System (BAS)
Traction Control Sytem (TCS)
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)
Dual Airbag
Rear Parking Assist System
Safe Drive Recorder

Active-on-Demand 4WD

4WD Drive System
Wheel & Tires
Front Tyre

235 / 60R18

235 / 55R19

235 / 60R18

235 / 55R19

Rear Tyre
Front Wheels

235 / 60R18
18” Alloy

235 / 55R19
19” Alloy

235 / 60R18
18” Alloy

235 / 55R19
19” Alloy

Rear Wheels

18” Alloy

19” Alloy

18” Alloy

19” Alloy

Brake
Front Brake Type

Ventilated Disc

Rear Brake Type

Sleek silver
N3S

Solid Disc

Parking Brake
Chassis

Electric Parking Brake (EPB)

Front Suspension

MacPherson Strut

Rear Suspension

Multi-Link

Steering

Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS)

Safety
Airbags

2 Airbags

6 Airbags

2 Airbags

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

Yes

Downhill Brake Control (DBC)

Yes

Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)

Yes

Brake Assist System (BAS)

Yes

Traction Control Sytem (TCS)

Yes

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)

Yes

Safe Drive Recorder

Yes

6 Airbags

Titanium silver
T6S

Exterior

Interior

Headlamps

Brown Nappa Leather Seats
12-Way Driver's Power Seat
Audio Visual Navigation (AVN)
(Radio+CD+MP3+DVIX+AUX+USB)
Virtual Surround System
(4 Speakers + 2 Tweeter Speakers)
Steering Wheel Audio Control
Smart Key with Start Stop Button
Dual Full Auto Air Conditioning

Cornering Light
Taillamps

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
Downhill Brake Control (DBC)
Hillstart Assist Control (HAC)
Brake Assist System (BAS)
Traction Control Sytem (TCS)
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)
6-airbag System
Rear-view Camera
Rear Parking Assist System
Safe Drive Recorder

HID Xenon Head Lamps

N/A

Yes

Projection Head Lamps
N/A

Yes

Bulb Type

LED Combination

Bulb Type

LED Combination

Yes

Rear Foglamps

Yes

Folding Wing Mirrors

Yes
Yes

Wing Mirror Turn Indicators

Aero Blade

Wiper Type
HeadLamps Washer
Interior
Leather Seat

HID Xenon Head Lamps

Yes

Front Foglamps

N/A
Black Leather

Yes

N/A

Yes

Brown Nappa Leather

Black Leather

Brown Nappa Leather

Front Seats

12-Way Power-Assisted Driver's Seat

Rear Seats

2nd Row 60:40 Split-Folding, Sliding and Reclining , 3rd Row 50:50 Split-Folding

Panorama Sunroof

Manual with Rear Air Vents

Dual-Zone Automatic Climate
Control with Rear Air Vents

N/A

Yes

Manual with Rear Air Vents

Dual-Zone Automatic Climate
Control with Rear Air Vents

N/A

Yes

Yes

Steering Tilt & Telescopic
Audio
Audio System
Speakers

Ocean View*
W8U

Yes

Leather Steering Wheel & Gear Knob
Air-Conditioning

Safety

Projection Head Lamps

Auto Headlamps

Radio+MP3+AUX+USB

Audio Visual Navigation (AVN)
Radio+MP3+AUX+USB
4 Speakers + 2 Tweeter Speakers

Steering Wheel Audio Control

Audio Visual Navigation (AVN)

Red Merlot*
VR6

Standard

Convenience
Four Windows, Auto Up and Down with Anti-Pinch

Power Windows

Yes

Smart key with Push Start Button

Yes

Cruise Control

4 sensors

Parking Sensor Rear
Rear-view Camera

N/A

Yes

N/A

Rain Sensor

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes
Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Flex Steer
Smart Tailgate System

Phantom black
NKA

*Specifications, colours and car shown are subject to change and may differ from those in the brochure without prior notice.

*Unavailable for Elegance spec.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

